Abstract-We present an incremental network programming mechanism which reprograms wireless sensors quickly by transmitting the incremental changes for the new program version. Using the Rsync algorithm we generate the difference of the two program images, which allows us to distribute just the key changes of the program. Unlike previous approaches, our design does not assume any prior knowledge of the program code structure and can be applied to any hardware platform. To meet the resource constraints of wireless sensors we tuned the Rsync algorithm which was originally made for updating binary files among compuationally powerful machines. In our design, the sensor node processes the delivery and the decoding of the difference script in separate steps. This makes it easy to extend for multi-hop network programming. We are able to achieve the speedup of 9.1 for changing a constant and 2.1 to 2.5 for changing a few lines in the source code over the non-incremental delivery.
I. INTRODUCTION
Typically, wireless sensors are designed for low power consumption and small form factor and don't have enough computing power and storage to support the rich programming environment. Thus, the program code is developed in a more powerful host machine and is loaded to a sensor node. The program code is usually loaded to a sensor node through the parallel or serial port that is directly connected to the host machine. This is called in-system programming (ISP). In-system programming is the most common way of programming sensor nodes because it is supported by most microcontrollers, but it loads the program code to only one sensor node at a time. The programming time increases proportional to the number of wireless sensors to be deployed.
Network programming transmits the program code to multiple nodes over the wireless link. And this saves the efforts of programming each individual sensor node. XNP (Crossbow Network Programming) is the network programming implementation introduced with TinyOS 1.1 release [1] , [2] . It supports basic function of code distribution and reprogramming, but it does not support multi-hop delivery and incremental update which is necessary for programming a large sensor network in a faster way.
We present an incremental network programming mechanism which sends the new version of program by transmitting the difference of the two program images. Unlike previous approaches, we generate the program code difference by comparing the program code in block level without any prior knowledge of the program code structure. This gives a general solution that can be applied to any hardware platform.
We use the Rsync algorithm [10] to generate the difference. The Rsync algorithm finds the shared code blocks between the two program images and allows us to distribute just the key changes of the program. Originally, the Rsync algorithm was made for computationally powerful machines exchanging the update of binary files over a low-bandwidth communication link. We tuned the Rsync algorithm for wireless sensor network programming.
First, we made expensive operations, such as building the hash table, be processed by the host program in favor of a resource constrained sensor node. The sensor node simply reads or writes code blocks to the flash memory to rebuild the program image.
Second, we structured the difference to avoid unnecessary flash memory accesses. In rebuilding the program image, the sensor node processes the script dissemination and the decoding in separate steps. This makes it easy to use other dissemination protocols and to extend for multi-hop network programming.
We are able to achieve speedup of 9.1 for changing a constant and 2.1 to 2.5 for changing a few lines in the source code over the non-incremental delivery.
In Section II, we describe the concept of network programming. In Section III, we review related work. We present our incremental network programming mechanism and results in Section IV and V. We extend this for more efficient delivery in Section VI and conclude in Section VII.
II. BACKGROUND
In general, network programming is processed in three steps: (1) encoding, (2) dissemination and (3) decoding (Fig. 1 ). In the first step, the host program reads the application program code and prepares code packets to disseminate. In the second step, the host program sends the code packets. And the sensor nodes store the code packets in the storage space after receiving them. Finally, the network programming module rebuilds the program code and calls the boot loader to transfer the program code to the program memory. We will explain this in context of XNP to make things more clear. In encoding step, the host program simply reads the program code and stores each line of the program code in an array.
In dissemination step, the host program sends the program code as radio packets and the sensor nodes store the packets in the external flash memory after receiving them. The packets are written to the external flash memory because the network programming module is running in the user level and cannot write the program code directly to the program memory. Sensor nodes request the retransmission of any missing packets to the host program.
The code packets written in the external flash memory is the same format as the original program code. In decoding step, the sensor nodes just verify the program image and call the boot loader to transfer the program code to the program memory. The boot loader resides in the boot loader section of the microcontroller and has the privilege to write data bytes to the user application section of the program memory. After the boot loader finishes copying the program code, it restarts the system and the newly built program begins execution.
III. RELATED WORK
As mentioned in the previous section, any network programming mechanism consists of three steps: encoding, dissemination and decoding. We can compare different network programming schemes by focusing on these three steps.
XNP [1] , [2] is the network programming implementation for TinyOS 1.1 release. It broadcasts the whole program code in a single hop network.
MOAP [4] is a multi-hop network programming implementation. One of the challenges of multi-hop network programming is to propagate the program code to multiple sensor nodes without saturating the network. MOAP uses an algorithm called Ripple dissemination protocol to disseminate the program code packets to a selective number of nodes without flooding the network. For packet retransmission, MOAP uses sliding window protocol. Sliding window protocol allows a sensor node to forward the program code while it is waiting for the retransmission of the lost packets.
Deluge [5] is a multi-hop network programming mechanism and it has two main functions: dissemination of block data and reprogramming boot loader. Deluge disseminates the program code in an epidemic fashion to propagate the program code while regulating the excess traffic. In order to increase the transmission throughput, Deluge uses optimization techniques like adjusting packet transmission rate and spatial multiplexing. Unlike MOAP, Deluge uses a fixed sized page as a unit of buffer management and transmission.
Reijers et al [3] developed an algorithm that can efficiently encode the program code update. To describe the difference between the two program codes, the host program generates "edit script" which consists of operations like copy, insert, address repair and address patch. These operators modify the program code at the instruction level. Using complex operations like address repair and address patch helps reduce the network traffic, but it increases EEPROM accesses. One drawback is that their work just includes the encoding scheme and does not show a fully functional network programming implementation. Another drawback is that their algorithm is a processor specific solution. When we are going to apply their algorithm to a hardware platform with different processor, we have to redesign the operations because operations are dependent on specific instruction set.
Kapur et al [6] , [7] implemented an incremental network programming based on Reijets et al's encoding protocol and MOAP multi-hop network programming protocol. Their implementation supports the incremental multi-hop delivery of native code, but it has a limitation similar to Reijers et al's algorithm. It is dependent on specific processor instruction set and does not provide a general solution.
The implementations above transmit the program code in native code. Whereas Maté [8] transmits the virtual machine code which is an application specific code for Maté virtual machine. One advantage is that a sender node doesn't need to send the network programming module because it is assumed that the virtual machine is already running on the receiver node. This allows Maté to distribute program code quickly. One drawback of Maté is that it executes only the virtual machine instructions and a regular sensor application should be converted to the virtual machine instructions before execution.
Trickle [9] is an improvement over Maté. In Maté, each sensor node distributes the code by flooding the network with packets. This can lead to the network congestion and the algorithm cannot be used for a large sensor network. Trickle uses an epidemic algorithm to propagate the program code only to the sensor nodes that needs to be modified.
Our implementation supports incremental delivery of the native code. Unlike previous approaches, we generate the program code difference by comparing the program code in block level without any prior knowledge of the program code structure. This gives a general solution that can be applied to any hardware platform. Table I summarizes the different network programming schemes for wireless sensor network.
Outside the sensor network community, there have been efforts to update program code incrementally. Rsync [10] is a mechanism that efficiently synchronizes the remote copy of an arbitrary binary file over a low-bandwidth, bidirectional at each byte position, the cost of comparison would be high. Rsync addresses this problem by having two levels of hash (checksum, hash). To compare two blocks, the algorithm first compares the checksum values of the two blocks. Only when the checksums match, the Rsync algorithm compares the hash value to ensure the correct match.
IV. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
To design an incremental network programming mechanism, we need to consider some factors that affect the performance. Compared to other sensor applications, network programming keeps a large amount of data in sensor nodes. Since the programming time is proportional to the data size, reducing the amount of transmission will improve the programming time. The program code is stored in the external memory before it is copied to the program memory, but the external flash memory is much slower than the on-chip memory. For better performance, the access to the external flash memory should be made only when it is necessary. When we divide the role of sensor nodes and the host program, we want sensor nodes to process only the key operations in an inexpensive way because sensor nodes are much more constrained than the host program in terms of processing power.
We present an incremental network programming mechanism in two stages. In section IV and V, we focus on finding shared data between the two program versions. In section VI, we will extend this for more efficient delivery.
A. Storage Organization
XNP stores the program image in a contiguous memory chunk in the external flash memory. We can extend this by allocating two memory chunks, one for the previous program image and the other for the new program image that will be built (Fig. 2 ). This memory organization has an advantage that it provides the same view of the memory as XNP and minimizes the effort of rewriting the boot loader code. The boot loader code of XNP reads the program code assuming that it is located at a fixed location in the external flash memory. We modified the boot loader so that it reads the program code from the base address value passed by the network programming module. 
B. Difference Generation
For the incremental network programming, one might think of a simple extension of XNP like this: The host program generates the program difference by dividing the program image files into fixed size blocks and comparing the corresponding blocks of the previous and the new versions (Fig. 3) . We call this scheme as Fixed Block Comparison. Fixed Block Comparison is not effective because it cannot find the shared blocks when the program code image is shifted.
Instead, we use the Rsync algorithm [10] to generate the difference and rebuild the program image. The Rsync algorithm was originally made for efficiently updating binary data between the two machines over a low-bandwidth network. It works as follows: (1) The sender node asks the receiver the version of blocks the receiver has. (2) The receiver sends the list of checksums for its blocks. (3) The sender compares the latest version with the checksums and sends the difference. (4) The receiver rebuilds the latest version using the previous version and the difference.
This algorithm is advantageous in that the sensor nodes don't have to keep track of receiver's version history, but can be problematic if applied to wireless sensors as it is. The sensor nodes have to calculate the list of checksum pairs and this requires expensive operations like external flash memory scan and MD-4 hash computation. Since wireless sensors are usually under the control of the system administrator, we can assume that the host program knows the version history of the sensor nodes. Hash Table   (R3, H3 Using the Rsync algorithm, the host program generates the difference as in Fig. 4 .
1 Fig. 4 illustrates how the Rsync algorithm captures a matching block. Suppose the program image is shifted in the middle due to a modification operation. Rsync forms a B byte window and calculates the hash for it. If the modified bytes are different from any blocks in the previous program image, then the hash of the modified bytes doesn't match any hash table entry with very high probability. Rsync moves the window one byte at a time and calculates the checksum for any possible match. It doesn't match until Rsync starts to read unmodified blocks. At this moment, Rsync has found a matching block.
We used Jarsync [11] for the Rsync algorithm implementation on the host.
C. Program Rebuild
The host program describes the difference as two operations: 'copy' (CMD_COPY_BLOCK) and 'download' (CMD_DOWNLOADING). The host program sends a copy message for each matching block in the difference. After hearing the message, the sensor node copies the block in the previous image to the current image. For each non-matching block in the difference, the host program sends one or multiple download messages.
The block size of a copy message is set as a multiple of SREC line size and the block size of a download message Rebuilding the program image is straightforward when the structure of the program does not change: The sensor nodes just write download blocks and execute copy operations. When the program image is shifted, it gets a little bit complicated. Suppose the block is shifted by k from the original location of the previous image and k is not a multiple of SREC line size (Fig. 5) . Then, the block can straddle between the two SREC lines and this can cost two SREC line writes. To avoid unnecessary SREC line writes, we used the following techniques:
1) When a download data block fragment is smaller than the SREC line size, the sensor nodes write the fragment as an SREC line without filling the remaining bytes. The length field of the SREC is set as the actual line size (Fig. 5) .
2) The copy data block that comes after the non-multiple size download data block is written at the SREC line boundary. This ensures that a line of the copy data block fits within an SREC line. And the SREC address field of the SREC line is modified to the offset within the new program image (Fig. 6 ).
D. Code Complexity
To estimate the complexity of our implementation, we counted the source code lines in XnpM. (Table II) . 
V. EVALUATION OF BLOCK DISTRIBUTION

A. Experiment Setup
To evaluate the performance of this design choice, we will count the number of block or packet transmissions of the test set. We consider the following five cases as a test scenario (Fig. 7 ):
• Case 1 (Changing Constants) : This is the case with the minimum amount of change. We modified the constant in XnpBlink that represents the blinking rate of the LED. XnpBlink is an application written for demonstrating the network programming.
• Case 2 (Modifying Implementation File) : This is a more general case of program modification. We added a few lines of code to XnpCount program. XnpCount is a simple network programmable application. It counts a number, displays the number in its LEDs and broadcasts the number in radio packets.
• Case 3 (Major Change) : In this case, we generate the difference of the two programs XnpCount and XnpBlink. The difference is bigger than the first two cases. 
B. Results
To evaluate the performance, we estimated and measured the transmission time. The host program calculates the estimated transmission time by counting the following metrics:
• L down : number of SREC records (16 byte data) sent by download messages.
• L copy : number of SREC records to be copied by copy messages.
• N copy : number of copy messages. If it takes t down to send a download message and t copy to send a copy message, then the transmission time for Fixed Block Comparison, T , can be calculated as follows:
As a baseline for comparison, we can also calculate the transmission time for the non-incremental delivery as follows:
As for t down and t copy , we found right values after a number of trials. We set these as 120 ms and 300 ms respectively for MICA2 sensor nodes. Table III shows the estimation and measurement data for Fixed Block Comparison. Since very few packets were lost (less than 2 packets for each case), we counted just the transmission time for the measurement data not including the retransmission time.
1) Fixed Block Comparison:
In case 1, the difference between the two program images is small. Most SREC lines (1120 out of 1139) are transferred by copy messages and the speedup (T xnp /T ) is about 5.9.
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In case 2, where we added a few lines in the source code, we find that less than a quarter of the SREC lines are transferred by copy messages (256 out of 1167) and the speedup is 1.2.
In case 3, only 32 out of 1167 lines are transferred by copy messages and the speedup is about 1.03. Even though XnpBlink and XnpCount share much in source code level, they have little sharing in binary code level. The main reason is that XnpCount uses the radio stack components while XnpBlink does not. The radio stack is one of the most important modules in TinyOS and it takes a number of source code lines.
In case 4 and 5, where we commented out IntToLeds and IntToRfm components in the configuration file XnpCount.nc, we find that only a small number of lines are transferred by copy messages and the speedup is very small (1.02 for each case).
Fixed Block Comparison is not so effective for the incremental network programming. It works well when the program structure doesn't change (case 1). But, the level of sharing is low when we added a few lines of code (case 2), which we think a more general case of program modification.
2) Using the Rsync algorithm: Table IV and Fig. 8 show the results for the implementation using the Rsync algorithm. In case 1, most SREC records (1116 lines out of 1120) were transferred and the speedup over the non-incremental delivery is 6.25 (measurement).
In case 2, 954 lines out of 1154 lines were transferred by copy messages and the speedup over the non-incremental delivery is 2.44 (measurement). In case 3, the level of sharing is much smaller and the speedup is 1.04 (measurement). We have some number of copy messages (85 messages), but they cover only a small number of blocks and are not so helpful in reducing the programming time.
In case 4, 814 lines out of 1140 lines were transferred by copy messages and the speedup over the non-incremental delivery is 1.92 (measurement). In case 5, 276 lines out of 1140 lines were transferred by copy messages and the speedup over the non-incremental delivery is quite small -1.06 (measurement). We commented out a few lines both in case 4 and 5. But, in case 5, commenting out IntToRfm component made the radio stack not used and this changed the layout of the program image file a lot.
In summary, using the Rsync algorithm achieves the speedup of 6 for changing the constant and 2.4 for adding a few source code lines. These numbers are bigger than those of Fixed Block Comparison, but using the Rsync algorithm is not still effective with the major code change.
VI. OPTIMIZING DIFFERENCE DELIVERY
Compared to naive Fixed Block Comparison, using the Rsync algorithm reduces the programming time by efficiently finding the shared blocks between the two binary code files. However, we can find something to improve: First, the data block size of a copy message is limited to the external flash memory page size (256 bytes). A copy message with the long data block is split to multiple copy messages whose block size fits within a flash memory page. This is to bound the processing time of a copy message so that the network programming module finishes processing a copy message before it receives another message. However, this increases the communication time. Case 1 of Table IV exemplifies this: The host program sent 72 copy messages (N copy ) even though only 4 SREC lines (L down ) are different between the two program images.
Second, the network programming module interprets a copy message immediately without queuing it. In case there is a missing command, the network programming module has to check the rebuilt program image because it hasn't stored the script commands. Since the network programming module does not know whether a missing hole is caused by a missing copy message or a number of download messages, it sends a retransmission request for each missing record in the current program image. This will take more time than retransmitting only the missing command.
We extend the implementation of Section IV as follows: 1) The sensor node queues all the script commands.
2) The sensor node checks any missing records for the script.
3) The sensor node decodes the script after receiving the decode message.
A. Design 1) Operations:
To send the script commands, the host program embeds each script command in a CMD_DOWNLOADING message. The embedded command is stored in the script queue of the external flash memory in a similar way to data download commands and we can reuse most of the code to process script commands (Fig. 9 ).
To embed a data download message, we changed the meaning of the CID (SREC line number) field. CID field now represents the SREC line number in the script queue. The SREC line number where the data block will be written at the decode stage is saved in the new CID field.
A copy message is also embedded in a CMD_DOWNLOADING. To differentiate an embedded copy message from other message types, we used a special value for the SREC type field. The SREC specification allows only several values for this field (0,1,2,3,5,7,8 and 9). We extended the meaning of this field so that the value 10 represents an embedded copy message. This allows us to store a copy command in the same way as other data records, but still interprets the copy command correctly.
CMD_DECODE_SCRIPT message makes the network programming module start decoding the script commands.
2) Storage Organization and Program Rebuild: As for the storage space for the script commands, we use the external flash memory because the external flash memory has enough space even for a very long script. We divide the external flash memory into three sections: the previous program image, the current program image and the script queue. At first, the host program sends the script as 'download' (CMD_DOWNLOADING) messages and the sensor node stores these messages in the script queue (Fig. 10) . When the host program queries any missing script commands, the sensor node scans the script queue. If the sensor node finds any missing record, it requests the retransmission of the record. Then, the host program sends the record again.
The sensor node starts decoding the script after it receives the decode command from the program (Fig.11) . The sensor node extracts the download or copy command embedded in the script command and interprets the command accordingly. The embedded commands are not exactly the same format as SREC records and need to be modified a bit before being processed. For a download command, the sensor node writes the SREC record in the current program image section by filling the CID (SREC line number) field with the real CID value (Fig. 9) . For a copy command, the sensor node copies SREC lines after changing the CID and the byte offset fields.
B. Results
Since a sensor node rebuilds the program image in two steps (script transmission and decoding), we modified the metrics for the evaluation. We measured the transmission and the decode time for the five cases (Table V) .
For case 1, only 7 script messages were transmitted and this made the transmission time very small. The sum of transmission time and the decode time is 16015 ms while it takes 154043 ms for the non-incremental delivery. This gives the speedup of 9.10. For case 2, more script lines were transmitted (337 script messages for the 1167 line program code) and the speedup over the non-incremental delivery is 2.53. For case 3, we sent even larger number of script messages (996 messages for 1167 line program code) and the Fig. 12 and Table VI show the results of the three incremental network programming implementations: Fixed Block Comparison, Rsync and Rsync with split decode. We can find that splitting the script transmission and the program rebuild improves the overall programming time. When the source code is modified at minimum, the implementation with Rsync and split decode saves programming time by sending fewer script messages even though it has to decode the script messages. When a small number of source code lines are added, the programming time is a little better than the implementation that just uses the Rsync algorithm. For the major program change, it doesn't achieve the speedup, but it is still as good as the non-incremental delivery.
We can comment on case 3. Even though we used the Rsync algorithm and split decode, the speedup over the nonincremental delivery was negligible. This is because the difference between the two program images cannot be described with a small number of insert, copy and skip operations. 
C. Efficient Dissemination
To disseminate the script commands, we used the network protocol of XNP. The host program sends a script command by embedding each script command in a download message. This implementation reprograms sensor nodes faster than XNP by transmitting the key changes of the program code, but it has something to improve:
1) It does not reprogram a sensor node which is more than one hop from the host program. 2) It does not fully utilize the space in the command packets because it sends each command as a single packet. We can use efficient data dissemination protocol like Deluge to address these problems. Deluge supports multi-hop delivery and transmits any data assuming as byte streams. Since our implementation processes encoding, dissemination and decoding separately, it is straightforward to apply a different dissemination protocol like Deluge. For this, we need to convert the data format between byte stream and array of commands.
VII. CONCLUSION
Network programming is a way of programming wireless sensor nodes by sending the program code over radio packets. By sending program code packets to multiple sensor nodes with a single transfer, the network programming saves the programming efforts for a large sensor network.
We extended the network programming implementation of TinyOS 1.1 release so that it reduces the programming time by transmitting the incremental update rather than the whole 0-7803-8797-X/04/$20.00 (C) 2004 IEEE program code. The host program generates the difference of the two program images using the Rsync algorithm and transmits the difference to the sensor nodes. Then, the sensor nodes decode the difference script and build the program image based on the previous program version and the difference script. We tested our incremental network programming implementation with some test applications. We have achieved the speedup of 9.1 for changing a constant and 2.1 to 2.5 for changing a few lines of code in the source code over the non-incremental delivery.
